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- Feature: TBS-5292: Workflow Report panel contains an event listener to allow custimisations to change 

workflow value. 

- Feature: TBS-5302: Workflow report customizations are able to disable / disable custom actions 

- Change: TBS-5316: Admin-only Swagger API documentation should be visible only on the Administrator 

Swagger UI page 

- Change: TBS-2812: Added enables business outcome to the trait 'EnterpriseEnabler' ;  added the ability 

to associate software executables with processes ;  added inverse property shapes for process to 

business activity ;  added inferencing of produced and required properties on processes, based on used 

software executables;  added support for 'mitigated risk to 'enterprise enabler' trait ; added ability to 

show inferred mitigated risks on process, based on used software executables ; added 'Enterprise Risk' 

so that they can be stored in enterprise asset collections ;  added 'Regulatory Compliance Risk' so that 

they can be stored in enterprise asset collections .  

- Bug fix: TBS-2812: Fix to property shapes on Business Activity. 'Sub-activity' was missing ;   sub-activity 

inverse was incorrectly specified (no path inverse construct) ;  'activity of' needed a name change to 

'business function' to avoid confusion ;   re-organized property grouping to improve "semantic 

cohesion". 

- Bug fix: TBS-5304: Fix regression that prevented interactive setup from working 

- Bug fix: TBS-5319: Fix issue with columns resizing too often in Sparql Query Results and Asset List 

Panels 

- Bug fix: TBS-5343: Fix issue with Available Layouts/Save Layout Dialog functionality 

- Bug fix: TBS-5348: Forms fields with the ValueTableViewer that don't declare a sh:node (such as 

edg:frequenciesStatistics) crashed. 

- Bug fix: TBS-5328: Fix regression that prevented server from showing appropriate error message after 

TBS failed to start 

- Bug fix: TBS-5359: Fix issue that prevented asset collection names starting with "admin" from working 

- Bug fix: TBS-5350: Upgrade Apache Commons Text to 1.10.0 to fix CVE-2022-42889 

- Bug fix: TBS-5360: Fix missing prefix statements in Sparql Query for Search Library Panel 

- Bug fix: TBS-5048: Ensure user names are URL-encoded when they are used in URIs 

- Bug fix: TBS-5310: Reject imported TriG or Zip-of-Turtle files if they contain invalid URIs 

- Bug fix: TBS-5391: Fix Workflow Report Panel 'Actions' button remains disabled when 'Select all 

resources' is clicked. 

 



- Bug fix: TBS-5387: Fix Dashboard property "activated" set to true by default for Dashboard Gadget 

property "about". 

- Bug fix: TBS-5396: fix search the EDG, search result UI breaks when URI is empty or null. 

- Bug fix: TBS-5403: Fix workflow report panel filter and settings button to be disabled when no 

workflow is selected and fixes on workflow report panel unit tests. 

- Bug fix: TBS-5406: Fix issue with clearing of cache and inverse values filter in workflow report panel. 


